The Elder Scrolls/BBFRPG Play Report #20
Dominion: Through the Eras, Turdas 11th of Sun’s Height, 4E 206 & 5E 2131+ & 3E 433
Date: 022814, 4.5 hours.
Players:
Brian: Jo’Rak, Khajiit Moonpath Walker
Amanda: Filbyn, Wood Elf Scout/sneak
Tina: Riala, Breton Mage
Logan: Yngvar, Nord Warrior (former
Stormcloak Rebel)
Tony: Talan, Redguard Warrior/leader
George: Cocius Mantedius, Imperial
Legionnaire
Reid: Kalarus, Dunmer Illusionist and Enchanter
Leaving the Talverus Vineyards, the group made
their way across country until they found the
Gold Road to Skingrad. The cobbles of the road were in much better condition than near Kvatch.
The haze of earlier in the day had cleared. The park like setting was lovely and produced a bit of
euphoria after the terrors earlier in the day. Jo’Rak continued to set a decent pace and before long
the group came upon some cloaked figures working on the road just a little ways from Skingrad.
The figures turned out to be khajiit who did not seem to know cyrodilic nor ta’agra.
Finally one khajiit emerged that knew some cyrodilic though her accent and
grammar were thick with oddities. Through her, the group learned many
puzzling things: that besides the Altmer, only Khajiit existed, that the city
of Skingrad was no more. The khajiit produced an old coin they had found on
the road. One side showed a broken tower and the date 5E 2131. The otherside
looked like this:
The khajiit were also somehow in contact with their masters through something they called the
aldmerisma. Horns were heard in the distance and soon the thunder of hooves. The group turned
their horses and with a couple of walls of frost and illusions they made their escape.
Returning to what they assumed to be the cause of their issue at the site of the dragon rift they
found a mage using some kind of strange multi lensed device to peer at the spot where the dragon
had been caught. His name was Mebastian Farr and he was studying the rift. He had determined
that time was being distorted and only got worse the farther from the rift one got. He heard the rift
was about a year old and had come from High Rock to study the limnal bridge, as he called it.
After talking with Kalarus he determined that something that Kalarus had on him must have made
the thin barriers between the planes break when Kalarus summoned the daedra earlier in the day.

Kalarus surrendered the deadric heart and runes tones made from the stones of the ruined oblivion
gate the party had found below Kvatch. With the help of Kalarus, Riala, Jo’Rak and Yngvar,
Mebastian performed a ritual and the rift was closed.
Once again our heroes headed for Skingrad. And this time they found it! After talking with
some guards and refugees from Skingrad they determined that it was now the last year of the 3 rd
era, 433. Emperor Uriel Septim the VII had been assassinated along with all his heirs. Troops
were assembling in Skingrad then heading for Kvatch. The city, it was said, was overrun with
daedra. The party did what they could with healing of the refugees. Then the party raced back to
the place of all their troubles once again and found an open Oblivion Gate! A pair of clannfear
and several scamps were on the Nirn side of the gate and were attacking. They were soon
defeated.
In a flash of light an ethereal woman appeared. Her eyes shown with a bright golden glow. She
spoke to them:
“A thing has come to pass which cannot be. This thing must be undone for the minutes to be
mended. Seek that which sustains the transpontine cicumpenetration. You merely need to touch
it. But your path will not be easy. Do not let Martin’s sacrifice be in vain.”
Then she raised her arms and a golden light nearly blinded the party or was it the unfurling of
dragon wings? She disappeared. Cocius said something about her being a jill but no one had
time to discuss what that meant.
Kalarus informed the group that he understood how to close the rift once and for all. They must
travel through the gate to Oblivion and once there seek a sigil stone, a translimnal artifact that
keeps the doorway to Oblivion open. Cocius had some concerns about getting everyone back
out but Kalarus assured him that once someone from Nirn touched the sigil stone that the rift
would close and eject anything in the area from Nirn back to Nirn.
With that the group stormed the gate and fought several deadric warriors. Kalarus called them
dremora churls, the least of the dremora who serve the deadric prince Mehrunes Dagon.
Oblivion was a terrible place of smoke, ash wastes, sharp escarpments, alien plant life and
places where lava flowed. All could clearly see the dark tower and the red glow at its top which
marked the location of the Sigil stone. But their sightseeing was short lived. Out of the lava
came a horror they never thought they’d witness. It was the dragon that had been caught in the
rift, but now somehow changed, its scales black, its eyes glowing red and great and unnatural
rune marked spines protruded from its back. After a quick battle they defeated the beast. As
Riala tried to get past it she triggered the soul meld and whether she wanted it or not, absorbed
the tormented soul of the once dragon. This is where we ended our session.

The Oblivion Crisis, also known as the Great Anguish, was a total war between the Daedra and the
population of Tamriel. Uriel Septim VII and all of his known heirs were assassinated. Shortly afterward,
Oblivion Gates to the Deadlands opened across Tamriel and Daedra poured out as the result of a
fanatical cult of worshippers of Mehrunes Dagon known as the Mythic Dawn. Widespread devastation
and casualties resulted across entire provinces. The Daedra besieged Skyrim, and laid waste to the Old
Holds. In Black Marsh, the Hist called back many Argonians to fight off the Daedra. The Daedric
commanders closed many gates to stop the united Argonians from entering. In Cyrodiil, the city of
Kvatch was entirely destroyed. The Empire earned the hatred of the Dunmer by pulling Imperial forces
out of Morrowind during the crisis in order to better protect Cyrodiil. The Empire was near collapse, but
Uriel VII's illegitimate son, Martin Septim, ended the invasion with the help of a mysterious hero, but
the cost was enormous. Martin, the last of the Septim bloodline, sacrificed himself and the Amulet of
Kings to become Akatosh's Avatar and cast Mehrunes Dagon back into Oblivion. This event marked the
end of the Third Era and the beginning of the eventual disintegration of the Third Empire.

